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Vanishing Animals By Gerald Durrell Summary
'What we all need,' said Larry, 'is sunshine . . . a country where we can grow.' 'Yes, dear, that
would be nice,' agreed Mother, not really listening. 'I had a letter from George this morning he says Corfu's wonderful. Why don't we pack up and go to Greece?' 'Very well, dear, if you
like,' said Mother unguardedly. Escaping the ills of the British climate, the Durrell family acne-ridden Margo, gun-toting Leslie, bookworm Lawrence and budding naturalist Gerry,
along with their long-suffering mother and Roger the dog - take off for the island of Corfu. But
the Durrells find that, reluctantly, they must share their various villas with a menagerie of
local fauna - among them scorpions, geckos, toads, bats and butterflies. Recounted with
immense humour and charm My Family and Other Animals is a wonderful account of a rare,
magical childhood. 'Durrell has an uncanny knack of discovering human as well as animal
eccentricities' Sunday Telegraph
My Family and Other Animals meets The Secret Life of Cows: this rediscovered gem tells the
charming tale of how a baby llama transformed a Welsh farming family forever (with a
foreword by John Lewis-Stempel). Things llamas like: Snaffling cherry brandy, Easter eggs,
and the Radio Times. Fluttering movie star eyelashes at surprised visitors. Curling up in 'teacosy' position by the fire. Orbiting, helicoptering, and oompahing. Humming along to classical
music. Locking victims in the lavatory. Things llamas dislike: Having toenails trimmed by a
visiting circus. Being adopted mother to an orphaned lamb. Invitations to star on Blue Peter.
Accidentally swimming. Snowdonia's rainfall. The dark. Ruth Ruck's family live on a Welsh
mountain farm, no strangers to cow pats on the carpet and nesting hens in the larder. When
dark days strike, they embark on a farming experiment to cheer them all up - but raising a
baby llama proves more of an adventure than expected .
This book offers a skills-oriented approach to learning English to study and for professional
purposes. The subject content is arranged on such thematic world view lines and are certain
to be of special interest to engineers, technologists and scientists.
National Bestseller: The complete trilogy that inspired Masterpiece production The Durrells in
Corfu in one volume. The tales of a naturalist and his family, who left England for the Greek
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island of Corfu—where they interacted with fascinating locals of both human and animal
varieties—these memoirs have become beloved bestsellers and inspired the delightful series
that aired on PBS television. Included in this three-book collection are: My Family and Other
Animals: Ten-year-old Gerald Durrell arrives on sun-drenched Corfu with this family and
pursues his interest in natural history, making friends with the island’s fauna—from toads and
tortoises to scorpions and geckos—while reveling in the joyous chaos of growing up in an
unconventional household. Birds, Beasts and Relatives: Written after a boyhood spent
studying zoology, this memoir is part nature guide, part coming-of-age tale, and all
charmingly funny memoir. The Garden of the Gods: In the conclusion of the trilogy, Durrell
shares more tales of wild animals and his even wilder family, including his mother, Louisa,
and his siblings Lawrence, Leslie, and Margo, in the years before World War II. “[Durrell’s]
books have an unfailing charm. . . . It is a tribute to his skill that one never tires of his
accounts” (Chicago Tribune). This ebook features an illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell
including rare photos from the author’s estate.
The Bafut Beagles
The Adventures of an Urban Wildlife Lover Who Turned His Yard Into Habitat and Learned to
Live with It
The Vanishing Beauty of A Fragile Planet
Vanishing Animals
The Whispering Land
The Best of Gerald Durrell
The beloved naturist and author of My Family and Other Animals shares the pleasures and pitfalls of opening a zoo on the
English Channel Island of Jersey. Spurred by his passion for animals and a lifelong dream, in the spring of 1959 Gerald
Durrell opened the Jersey Zoo—now known as the Durrell Wildlife Park—on the grounds of an old manor house. The
menagerie provided a safe habitat for rare and endangered species and exposed its human visitors to the wonders of
nature. Dealing with escapee animals and overdrawn bank accounts, Durrell soon discovered that owning and operating a
fledgling zoo was no easy task. But despite the setbacks, these charming, often hilarious stories make clear that, for
Durrell, ensuring the park’s success and helping the creatures he loved so dearly was worth any obstacle. This ebook
features an illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell including rare photos from the author’s estate.
This volume represents a contemporary artist's tribute to the endangered plants and flowers of the world. It is both an
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ecological statement, and a call to arms. It focuses on plant life, of which an estimated 30-60,000 varieties are in imminent
danger of extinction. The book's format - each illustration is given its own page - permits the reader to see the detail of
each plant's structure. Captions describe the plants' history, uses, and status. Research and information about the threats
to each plant's survival amplify the strong conservation message. The book provides both an appreciation of our remaining
plant life, as well as an explanation of the facts of a relatively unreported global situation. An appendix provides more than
100 organizations to contact in the US and around the world.
Accounts of animals Gerald Durrell discovered and observed, based on broadcasts he made for the BBC. Here are
entertaining accounts of the courtships, wars, and characters of animals encountered in West Africa, South America,
Greece, etc., including the stories of Sarah Huggersack, an orphaned baby giant anteater, and Pavlo, a marmoset from
Guiana.
Acclaimed naturalist Alex Shoumatoff issues a worldwide call to protect the drastically endangered rainforests of Borneo
In his eleventh book, but his first in almost two decades, seasoned travel writer Alex Shoumatoff takes readers on a journey
from the woods of rural New York to the rain forests of the Amazon and Borneo, documenting both the abundance of life
and the threats to these vanishing Edens in a wide-ranging narrative. Alex and his best friend, Davie, spent their formative
years in the forest of Bedford, New York. As adults they grew apart, but bonded by the “imaginary jungle” of their
childhood, Alex and Davie reunited fifty years later for a trip to a real jungle, in the heart of Borneo. During the
intervening years, Alex had become an author and literary journalist, traveling the world to bring to light places, animals,
and indigenous cultures in peril. The two reconnect and spend three weeks together on Borneo, one of the most imperiled
ecosystems on earth. Insatiable demand for the palm oil ubiquitous in consumer goods is wiping out the world’s most
ancient and species-rich rain forest, home to the orangutan and countless other life-forms, including the Penan people,
with whom Alex and Davie camp. The Penan have been living in Borneo’s rain forest for millennia, but 90 percent of the
lowland rain forest has already been logged and burned to make way for vast oil-palm plantations. Among the most
endangered tribal people on earth, the Penan are fighting for their right to exist. Shoumatoff condenses a lifetime of
learning about what binds humans to animals, nature, and each other, culminating in a celebration of the Penan and a call
for Westerners to address the palm-oil crisis and protect the biodiversity that sustains us all.
The Atlas of a Changing Climate
Winter Run
Dispatches from a Vanishing World
100 Heartbeats
Ivory
The Zookeeper's Wife: A War Story

The inspiration for The Durrells in Corfu, a Masterpiece production on public television: A naturalist’s account
of his childhood on the exotic Greek island. When the Durrells could no longer endure the gray English climate,
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they did what any sensible family would do: sold their house and relocated to the sun-soaked island of Corfu.
As they settled into their new home, hilarious mishaps ensued as a ten-year-old Gerald Durrell pursued his
interest in natural history and explored the island’s fauna. Soon, toads and tortoises, bats and butterflies—as
well as scorpions, geckos, ladybugs, praying mantises, octopuses, pigeons, and gulls—became a common
sight in the Durrell villa. Uproarious tales of the island’s animals and Durrell’s fond reflections on his family
bring this delightful memoir to life. Capturing the joyous chaos of growing up in an unconventional household,
My Family and Other Animals will transport you to a place you won’t want to leave. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell including rare photos from the author’s estate.
The selections are from different writers of prose such as Stephen Hawking, Bernard Shaw, Jawaharlal Nehru
and others. The notes have a short write-up about the author, a glossary, paragraph by paragraph explanations
for each piece, and a short list of reference tasks and writing tasks.
Half of Tanzania's elephants have been killed for their ivory since 2007. A similar alarming story can be told of
the herds in northern Mozambique and across swathes of central Africa, with forest elephants losing almost
two-thirds of their numbers to the tusk trade. The huge rise in poaching and ivory smuggling in the new
millennium has destroyed the hope that the 1989 ivory trade ban had capped poaching and would lead to a longterm fall in demand. But why the new upsurge? The answer is not simple. Since ancient times, large-scale
killing of elephants for their tusks has been driven by demand outside Africa's elephant ranges - from the
Egyptian pharaohs through Imperial Rome and industrialising Europe and North America to the new wealthy
business class of China. And, who poaches and why do they do it? In recent years lurid press reports have
blamed mass poaching on rebel movements and armed militias, especially Somalia's Al Shabaab, tying two
together two evils - poaching and terrorism. But does this account stand up to scrutiny? This new and groundbreaking examination of the history and politics of ivory in Africa forensically examines why poaching happens
in Africa and why it is corruption, crime and politics, rather than insurgency, that we should worry about.
DIVThe captivating story of an urban family who welcomes wildlife into their backyard and discovers the ups
and downs of sharing habitat/div
Endangered Plants Around the World
My Family and Other Animals; Birds, Beasts and Relatives; and The Garden of the Gods
Three Singles to Adventure
Prospero's Cell
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A Glossary of Literary Terms
The War Lords
A famed zookeeper reflects on his lifelong love of animals—and his decision to build them a home—in this memoir by the author of
the Corfu Trilogy. The first word Gerald Durrell could say with any clarity was “zoo.” Animals were his passion. His early years in
India were full of routine visits to the local zoo, and if his nursemaid attempted to deviate from this routine, the result was usually a
tantrum. Years later, when Durrell decided to set up the Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust—which would later become the Durrell
Wildlife Conservation Trust—he didn’t want it to be like other zoos. He didn’t want a place where animals were simply imprisoned,
where parents reluctantly brought their children to get sick on ice cream. More than a place for entertainment, Durrell’s zoo needed
to be a place for education, research, and conservation. But achieving his goal would force him to question if wild animals really
did belong in the care of humans. The Stationary Ark is an entertaining and thoughtful look at a career in zookeeping from the man
who inspired acclaimed Masterpiece production The Durrells in Corfu, which aired on public television. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell including rare photos from the author’s estate.
Travel to the wilds of Cameroon with the conservationist whose work inspired Masterpiece production The Durrells in Corfu on
public television. In 1949, Gerald Durrell embarks with fellow zoologist Kenneth Smith on an expedition to collect rare animals in
the British Cameroons in West Central Africa. There, he meets the Nero-like local ruler, the Fon of Bafut, who likes a man who can
hold his liquor—will Durrell be able to get on his good side? In this unique memoir, set off on a journey with the famed British
naturalist’s group of hunters and his pack of motley hunting dogs as they encounter an array of exotic creatures, including flying
mice, booming squirrels, a frog with a mysterious coat of hair, and teacup-size monkeys; and witness the joys and problems of
collecting, keeping, and transporting wild animals from Africa to England. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Gerald
Durrell including rare photos from the author’s estate.
The conservationist whose work inspired Masterpiece production The Durrells in Corfu recounts the early years of the Durrell
Wildlife Park. At the age of six, Gerald Durrell confidently told his mother he would one day have his own zoo. She told him it was
a lovely idea and promptly forgot all about it. But the young naturalist’s passion wasn’t about to fade away any time soon. Written
for the Durrell Wildlife Park’s twenty-fifth anniversary, The Ark’s Anniversary is the unconventional story of how one man’s dream
was transformed into the esteemed organization known today as the Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust, dedicated to saving
endangered species from extinction. In the beginning, everyone thought Durrell was crazy to place a zoo on the island of Jersey in
the English Channel. But that didn’t stop people from coming to see him and his menagerie of rare and exotic animals, including
celebrities like Richard Adams, Princess Grace, David Niven (who presided over the wedding of two apes), and Princess Anne
(who wrote the foreword to this book). The Ark’s Anniversary is a delightful journey and a celebration of success for anyone who
loves the natural world. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell including rare photos from the author’s
estate.
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From a member of the real-life family portrayed in The Durrells in Corfu, this memoir of the idyllic Greek island is “among the best
books ever written” (The New York Times). Before Lawrence Durrell became a renowned novelist, poet, and travel writer, he spent
four youthful years on Corfu, an island jewel with beauty to match the long and fascinating history within its rocky shores. While his
brother, Gerald, was collecting animals as a budding naturalist, Lawrence fished, drank, and lived with the natives in the years
leading up to World War II, sheltered from the tumult that was engulfing Europe—until finally he could ignore the world no longer.
Durrell left for Alexandria, to serve his country as a wartime diplomat, but never forgot the wonders of Corfu. In this “brilliant”
journey through that idyllic time and place, Durrell returns to the land that made him so happy, blending his love of history with
memories of his adventures there (The Economist). Like the blue Aegean, Prospero’s Cell is deep and crystal clear, offering a
perfect view straight to the heart of a nation.
Power and Poaching in Africa
Pillars of Society
My Family and Other Animals
A Textbook Of English For Engineers And Technologists
Time & Tide
Documents the heroic true story of Warsaw Zoo keepers and resistance activists Jan and Antonina
Zabinski who, in the aftermath of Germany's invasion of Poland, saved the lives of hundreds of
Jewish citizens by smuggling them into empty cages and their home villa. Reprint. 70,000 first
printing.
This novel of a boyhood in 1940s Virginia offers “a graceful, compassionate ode to farm life in
a bygone era” (Publishers Weekly). Charlie Lewis is the only child of metropolitan parents who,
after World War II, decide to move to the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains and live on a
“gentleman’s farm” near Charlottesville. Just six years old when his family settles in to their
new life, Charlie discovers his personal version of heaven. Charlie has a natural—almost
supernatural—affinity for the land and its animals. His encounters with an ancient, half-blind
mule, a boar hog and his harem, a mother fox, and four domestic dogs gone wild educate and
intrigue him—and lead him to contemplate the mysteries of their Maker. Wanting to learn all he
can, he instinctively turns to a group of older black men, some of whom work the farm, others
who are neighbors. Jim Crow laws are still very much evident, but Charlie’s passions endear him
to these men, who understand that he is lonely even if he does not. They watch out for him, and
more—they love him. Capturing the innocence and wonder of childhood, Winter Run is “a very
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sweet, almost mystical tale of a boy who was amazed by what nature brought him, his growing up,
and his understanding that all things, even life as he knows it, are passing” (Booklist).
Joseph M. Forshaw, one of the world’s leading authorities on parrots, calls attention to the
threats they face: they are one of the most endangered groups of birds, with a growing number of
species nearing extinction. The main threats arise from habitat loss through deforestation and
agricultural development and from the taking of birds for the international live-bird trade.
Vanished and Vanishing Parrots brings together information on species that have become extinct
in historical times with information on species that are in danger of becoming extinct to
increase public awareness of the plight of these magnificent birds. Vivid colour plates by the
wildlife artist Frank Knight draw attention to the spectacular species that we have lost or that
could be lost. Forshaw’s work gives us fascinating insight into these endangered and extinct
parrots. Vanished and Vanishing Parrots will be a valuable reference for scientific,
ornithological and avicultural organisations, as well as individual lovers of birds and of
illustrated natural history books.
A British naturalist and his wife acquire a menagerie of animals and set up their own zoo in
this delightful memoir by the author of the Corfu Trilogy. For many years I had wanted to start
a zoo. . . . Any reasonable person smitten with an ambition of this sort would have secured the
zoo first and obtained the animals afterwards. But throughout my life I have rarely if ever
achieved what I wanted by tackling it in a logical fashion. After a decade of supplying
creatures for other people’s zoos, in 1957 Gerald Durrell and his wife set off on an adventurous
journey to the Cameroons in West Africa, where they collected numerous mammals, birds, and
reptiles. The wild nature of the animals created quite a bit of chaos, but the Durrells’
problems really began when they attempted to return to Britain with their exotic new friends.
Not only did they have to get them safely home, they also had to find somewhere able and—more
importantly—willing to house them. Told with wit and a zest for all things furry and feathered,
Durrell’s A Zoo in My Luggage is a brilliant account of how a pioneer of wildlife preservation
came to found a new type of zoo. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell
including rare photos from the author’s estate.
The Race to Save Earth's Most Endangered Species
The Greek Islands
Vanishing Wildlife of Latin America
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The Wasting of Borneo
Our Evolving Planet Visualized with More Than 100 Maps, Charts, and Infographics
Vanishing Flora

Especially for this book, Andy Warhol has created prints (silkscreen over collage) of
some of the most endangered animals in the world. Here they are joined with a stimulating
text by Dr Kurt Benirschke affording the reader an opportunity to discover the lives and
habits of these animals and what the outlook is for their survival. Extinction, the
tragic and permanent loss of entire species of animals, should be a concern for everyone
This concern and a strong desire to take action toward preventing the loss of more
animals has brought about an unusual collaboration between art and science. The result is
this beautiful volume in which artist and scientist have joined efforts to inform and
inspire others to take action. It is hoped that these fascinating and striking portrayals
will stimulate readers to join their own energies and talents to this important fight
against the loss of more species. This book brings some of the less well known endangered
animals to the reader's attention. These animals deserve just as much attention as the
giant panda or the mountain gorilla about which so much has already been said. Naturally,
the animals presented here are very personal choices, having been selected from a
virtually endless supply of animals whose last hour is rapidly approaching.
Describes endangered animals of the Caribbean and South America and discusses the effect
man has had on this area.
This design and data-driven book explores how climate change effects the ecology of North
America through eye-catching infographics, dynamic maps, and color photography.
It's no secret that our planet—and the delicate web of ecosystems that comprise it—is in
crisis. Environmental threats such as climate change, pollution, habitat loss, and land
degradation threaten the survival of thousands of plant and animal species each day. In
100 Heartbeats, conservationist and television host Jeff Corwin provides an urgent,
palpable portrait of the wildlife that is suffering in silence and teetering on the brink
of extinction. From the forests slipping away beneath the stealthy paws of the Florida
panther, to the giant panda's plight to climb ever higher in the mountains of China in
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search of sustenance, to the brutal poaching tactics that have devastated Africa's
rhinoceros and elephant populations, Corwin takes readers on a global tour to witness
firsthand the critical state of our natural world. Along the way, he shares inspiring
stories of battles being waged and won in defense of the earth's most threatened
creatures by the conservationists on the front lines. These stories of hope and progress
underscore an important message: Our own survival, as well as that of the world's
wildlife, is in our hands. The race to save the planet's most endangered wildlife is
under way. Every heartbeat matters.
BBC London Calling
A Zoo in My Luggage
The Corfu Trilogy
Prose for Our Times
Laura Lamont's Life in Pictures
Priceless
Everyone has heard about animals that are now extinct. But Greive wants everyone to learn about
animals that can be saved, and then do something about it. Through narrative and photographs Greive
and Iwago spell out Earth's diverse animal inventory, from humpback whales to African spoonbills.
Lose yourself in this dazzling travelogue of the idyllic Greek Islands by the king of travel writing and reallife family member of The Durrells in Corfu. 'Incandescent.' André Aciman 'Invades the reader's every
sense ... Remarkable.' Victoria Hislop 'Nobody knows the Greek islands like Durrell.' New York Times Whitewashed houses drenched in pink bougainvillea; dazzling seascapes and rugged coastlines; colourful
harbours in quaint fishing villages; shady olive and cypress groves; terraces bathed in the Aegean sun ...
The Greek islands conjure up a treasure-chest of images - but nobody brings them to life as vividly as the
legendary travel writer Lawrence Durrell. It was during his youth in Corfu - which his brother Gerald
fictionalised in My Family and Other Animals, later filmed as The Durrells In Corfu - that his love affair with
the Mediterranean began. Now, in this glorious tour of the Greek islands, he weaves evocative
descriptions of these idyllic landscapes with insights into their ancient history, and shares luminous
personal memories of his time in the local communities. No traveller to Greece or admirer of Durrell's
magic should miss it. 'Masterly ... Casts a spell.' Jan Morris 'Our last great garlicky master of the vanishing
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Mediterranean.' Richard Holmes 'Like long letters from a civilized and very funny friend - the prose as
luminous as the Mediterranean air he loves.' Time
Seeing that the aye-aye was threatened with extinction in its native Madagascar, Gerald Durrell and his
wife, Lee, led an expedition to the island to bring pairs of the species into captivity at their Jersey zoo.
The second edition of this book, guides you through a proven, results-based approach to calculating the
return on investment (ROI) in training and performance improvement programmes. Jack Phillips has
composed user-friendly ROI calculations, plus: ten post-programme data collection methods; ten
strategies for determining the amount of improvement that is directly linked to training programmes; and
ten techniques for converting both hard and soft data to monetary values. It should be a useful primary
reference for learning how to utilize ROI to show the contribution of training, education, learning systems,
performance improvement, and change initiatives throughout organizations. The book also details
implementation issues, provides worksheets and pinpoints non-monetary programme benefits. A case
study takes the reader through the ROI process step-by-step.
Profiling Extinct and Endangered Species
Radio Times
The Vanishing Beauty of a Fragile Planet
A Novel
Menagerie Manor
Encounters with Animals
A Bookpage Best Books of 2012 pick The enchanting story of a midwestern girl who escapes a family tragedy and is remade as
a movie star during Hollywood’s golden age. In 1920, Elsa Emerson, the youngest and blondest of three sisters, is born in
idyllic Door County, Wisconsin. Her family owns the Cherry County Playhouse, and more than anything, Elsa relishes appearing
onstage, where she soaks up the approval of her father and the embrace of the audience. But when tragedy strikes her family,
her acting becomes more than a child¹s game of pretend. While still in her teens, Elsa marries and flees to Los Angeles. There
she is discovered by Irving Green, one of the most powerful executives in Hollywood, who refashions her as a serious, exotic
brunette and renames her Laura Lamont. Irving becomes Laura’s great love; she becomes an Academy Award-winning
actress—and a genuine movie star. Laura experiences all the glamour and extravagance of the heady pinnacle of stardom in the
studio-system era, but ultimately her story is a timeless one of a woman trying to balance career, family, and personal
happiness, all while remaining true to herself. Ambitious and richly imagined, Laura Lamont’s Life in Pictures is as
intimate—and as bigger-than-life—as the great films of the golden age of Hollywood. Written with warmth and verve, it confirms
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Emma Straub’s reputation as one of the most exciting new talents in fiction.
“An ‘almost true’ tale” of a man’s adventures inheriting an elephant, so “lovingly embellished . . . you’ll almost wish that you
had a Rosy in your family too”—from the author of the Corfu Trilogy (Kirkus Reviews). When his uncle passes away
unexpectedly, young Adrian Rookwhistle’s inheritance turns his humdrum life upside down. Instead of a manor house, Adrian
has been bequeathed Rosy, an elephant whose predilection for fine spirits leads to high jinks far beyond the means of a shy
English gentleman. Convinced that a circus will take the troublesome tusker off his hands, Adrian leads Rosy on a trek to the
coast, setting in motion an uproarious adventure of mammoth proportions. Author Gerald Durrell promises that despite being
embellished here and there, “nearly all the adventures in this book really happened.” Ultimately, this tale of a pachyderm with a
penchant for pandemonium guarantees pure entertainment. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell
including rare photos from the author’s estate.
Prose for Our TimesOrient Blackswan
Striking photographs and an inspirational narrative highlight species of animals that are threatened by extinction, offering a
dramatic call to action to preserve the environment, biodiversity, and the creatures that make Earth their home.
The Aye-aye and I
Vanished and Vanishing Parrots
Stories of an Enchanted Boyhood in a Lost Time and Place
Rosy Is My Relative
The Avicultural Magazine
The Ark's Anniversary
Alphabetically arranged and followed by an index of terms at the end, this handy reference of literary terms is bound to be of invaluable
assistance to any student of English literature.
Naturalist Gerald Durrell recalls his expedition to South America to find exotic animals in this follow-up to A Zoo in My Luggage. After bringing
multiple species of African animals back to the Channel Island of Jersey to populate their new zoo, British naturalist Gerald Durrell and his wife
followed their passion for wildlife preservation on a journey to South America. With a team of helpers, they spent eight months on safari
searching for exotic specimens. Through windswept Patagonian shores and tropical forests in the Argentine, from ocelots to penguins, fur
seals to parrots to pumas, the author who inspired the public television drama The Durrells in Corfu captures the landscape and its inhabitants
with his signature charm and humor. Filled with adventure, exploration, and the spirit of conservation, The Whispering Land is a memoir that
animal lovers of all ages will enjoy. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell including rare photos from the author’s estate.
Journey to South America on a search for endangered species with the author of My Family and Other Animals. In 1950, Gerald Durrell set off
for British Guiana (now Guyana) to collect native wildlife and bring it back to his Jersey Wildlife Preservation Trust on the island of Jersey in the
English Channel. On his journey, Durrell experienced all kinds of adventures: some amusing, some thrilling, and some extremely irritating. He
traveled up the Essequibo River into the lush tropical forests and trekked across a landscape teeming with life and color. He encountered the
sakiwinki monkey and the sloth with curiously green fur, heard the horrifying sounds of rampaging piranhas, and learned how to lasso a
galloping anteater. He even met an ill-tempered anaconda and an overly affectionate bird. This remarkable memoir will take you into a wild
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place in another time, accompanied by the highly entertaining naturalist whose writings inspired popular Masterpiece series The Durrells in
Corfu. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Gerald Durrell including rare photos from the author’s estate.
The Stationary Ark
My Backyard Jungle
Along Came a Llama
A Guide to the Landscape and Manners of the Island of Corfu
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